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CALL #

AUTHOR

TITLE

004.678 FREIT

Freitas, Donna

The happiness effect : how social media is driving a
generation to appear perfect at any cost

006.3 DORME

Dormehl, Luke

070.92 DICKI

Dickinson, Amy

111 CHOPR

Chopra, Deepak

152.4 BARRE

Barrett, Lisa Feldman

Thinking machines : the quest for artificial
intelligence--and where it's taking us next
Strangers tend to tell me things : a memoir of love,
loss, and coming home
You are the universe : discovering your cosmic self
and why it matters
How emotions are made : the secret life of the brain

153.1 BOSER

Boser, Ulrich

248.4 DAY

Day, Dorothy

294.3 GUNAR

Gunaratana, Henepola

294.3 SUNIM

Sunim, Hyemin

297.09 GHOBA
302.23 ALTER

Ghobash, Omar Saif
Alter, Adam L.

305.42 ADICH

Adichie, Chimamanda

305.5 COWEN

Cowen, Tyler

306.81 CHAPM

Chapman, Gary D.

320 O'REIL
320.1 MARSH

O'Reilly, Bill
Marshall, Tim

324.973 PATTE

Patterson, Richard North

332.1 SERVO

Servon, Lisa J.

338.973 SMICK

Smick, David M.

355 BUSH

Bush, George W.

Learn better : mastering the skills for success in life,
business, and school, or, how to become an expert
in just about anything
The reckless way of love : notes on following Jesus
Loving-kindness in plain English : the practice of
Metta
The things you can see only when you slow down :
how to be calm and mindful in a fast-paced world
Letters to a young Muslim
Irresistible : the rise of addictive technology and the
business of keeping us hooked
Dear Ijeawele, or, A feminist manifesto in fifteen
suggestions
The complacent class : the self-defeating quest for
the American dream
The five love languages : the secret to love that lasts
Old school : life in the sane lane
Prisoners of geography : ten maps that explain
everything about the world
Fever swamp : a journey through the strange
Neverland of the 2016 presidential race
The unbanking of America : how the new middle
class survives
The great equalizer : how main street capitalism can
create an economy for everyone
Portraits of courage : a commander in chief's tribute
to America's warriors

362.299 MARNE
362.299 OHLER
364.1523 ROWE

Marnell, Cat
Ohler, Norman
Rowe, Claudia

How to murder your life : a memoir
Drugs in the Third Reich
The spider and the fly : a reporter, a serial killer, and
the meaning of murder
Black edge : inside information, dirty money, and
the quest to bring down the most wanted man on
Wall Street
In my kitchen : a collection of new and favorite
vegetarian recipes
The pho cookbook : easy to adventurous recipes for
Vietnam's favorite soup and noodles

364.168 KOLHA

Kolhatkar, Sheelah

641.5636 MADIS

Madison, Deborah

641.59597 NGUYE

Nguyen, Andrea

641.5973 YEH

Yeh, Molly

641.822 HENRY

Henry, Colu

646.78 DUNN
746.46 PINK

Dunn, Jancee
Pink, Tula

747 PETER

Petersik, Sherry

782.421692 FEEK

Feek, Rory Lee

This life I live : one man's extraordinary, ordinary life
and the woman who changed it forever

796.323 WRIGH

Wright, Jay

818.54 DIDIO
909.83 HARAR
914.4 MCANI

Didion, Joan
Harari, Yuval N.
McAninch, David

Attitude : develop a winning mindset on and off the
court
South and west : from a notebook
Homo deus : a brief history of tomorrow
Duck season : eating, drinking, and other
misadventures in Gascony--France's last best place

914.6 DAY

Day, Christy

943.086 STOLT

Stoltzfus, Nathan

958.1047 HEGAR

Hegar, Mary Jennings

972.9123 KURLA
973.927 BELL

Kurlansky, Mark
Bell-Scott, Patricia

974.1 FINKE

Finkel, Michael

BIOGRAPHY ASTOR

Sorel, Edward

Molly on the range : recipes and stories from an
unlikely life on a farm
Back pocket pasta : cook inspired dinners on the fly
How not to hate your husband after kids
Quilt with Tula & Angela : a start-to-finish guide to
piecing and quilting using color and shape : 17 quilt
patterns and 47 quilting motifs
Lovable livable home : how to add beauty, get
organized, and make your house work for you

Walking from here to there : finding my way on El
Camino
Hitler's compromises : coercion and consensus in
Nazi Germany
Shoot like a girl : one woman's dramatic fight in
Afghanistan and on the home front
Havana : a subtropical delirium
The firebrand and the First Lady : portrait of a
friendship : Pauli Murray, Eleanor Roosevelt, and
the struggle for social justice
The stranger in the woods : the extraordinary story
of the last true hermit
Mary Astor's purple diary : the great American sex
scandal of 1936

BIOGRAPHY GRIFFETH
BIOGRAPHY SWIFT

Griffeth, Bill
Stubbs, John

The stranger in my genes : a memoir
Jonathan Swift : the reluctant rebel

